
 

 

Capture Life’s Precious Moments with Walco Designs 

Walco’s new line of bike accessories provides the solution to every recreational cyclist’s 

biggest peeve: how to capture the moment quickly and safely while on-the-go. We’ve all been 

there before—pedaling along the road less-traveled, when suddenly a stunning vista opens up 

ahead. One question enters your mind: to shoot, or not to shoot? Walco’s new MOVePAK and 

O-BAG make the decision easy. These bike camera bags allow you to reach your camera easily 

and quickly, so you can make the most of life when you are on the go. 

Walco’s new line of bags feature convertible, comfortable, and convenient design. Unlike 

other well-known bike gadget cases, the MOVePAK and O-BAG allow you to store your camera 

right under your nose, at an angle that is easy to reach without unseating your balance. The 

MOVePAK is a unique convertible bike accessory that can be worn across the chest, slung over 

the shoulder, or clipped to the bike. The O-BAG is the only hard shell chest carrier specifically 

designed to protect your DSLR camera during biking, to provide the best safeguard to your 

equipment while you are on the move. Both sport delicious design concepts that will 

complement your bike, your sporting wardrobe, and your lifestyle. Each has soft shoulder straps 

for maximum comfort and built-in reflective strips to increase your visibility at night. Walco’s 



new line also includes a carrier case for SDC cameras and a hard shell travel case for 

transporting your bike. A line of hydration bags for bikers, hikers, and runners is soon to come. 

Formed in 2012, Walco is a new brand of Intrique, Inc, a company that specializes in 

quality design and OEM/ODM integration. While Walco’s initial product line focuses on cycling 

accessories, the goal of the brand is to provide a series of sports accessories aimed to make 

leisure time more enjoyable for active professionals who like to travel. The designs are not only 

focused on ergonomics and convenience, but also on a fun, colorful, and tasteful appearance.  

Walco is currently seeking worldwide distributors to bring its new line to consumers. The 

MOVePAK and O-BAG, along with the rest of Walco’s new line, will be available on February 

2013. For more information about Walco and its line of cycling accessories, please visit 

www.walcodesigns.com or contact a Walco representative at sales@walcodesign.com.  

 

 
 

Bike Traveler O-Bag 
 

MOVePAK Ultimate 
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